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Dear valued investor, 

 

Proposed Amendment of the Cloud Atlas AMI Real Estate Ex-SA ETF (“AMIRE”) portfolio  

 

This letter is important and requires your immediate attention and submission of your ballot with the CSD/Broker/Online 

Trading Platform 

 

The purpose of this letter is to obtain your approval for the Amendment of the Cloud Atlas AMI Real Estate Ex-SA ETF 

(“Exchange Traded Fund”) portfolio established under the Cloud Atlas Scheme to the Cloud Atlas S&P African Sovereign 

Bond ETF portfolio under the same Scheme. 

 

This amendment ballot is conducted at the request of Cloud Atlas (RF) Proprietary Limited (CIS no. 1043) (“Cloud Atlas 

Manco”) who are the Management Company of the Cloud Atlas Scheme under which the portfolio is listed. The Cloud 

Atlas Manco is on a mission to create the best African investment products and we believe that the conversion of this 

portfolio will result in larger scalability and trading efficiencies for investors. These factors should over time result in 

reduced costs to our investors, as a further step to increasing distribution Cloud Atlas Manco has indicated its intention 

to dual-list, by way of introduction, the said AFICA portfolio in other jurisdiction pursuant to the approval of this ballot. 

Therefore, Cloud Atlas Manco would like to change the portfolio’s name, investment philosophy and the index which the 

portfolio tracks, subject to ballot approval to achieve this grand objective for the benefit of investors.  

 

1. RATIONALE 

At the heart of our endeavour to review our existing products by amending such products is the notion of providing 

investors with exposure to the opportunity presented by Pan African markets, which at times may be hard to access. In 

doing so, we have recognised some short comings in solely offering exposure to listed African equities and further 

concentrating that exposure with sector specific exposure as is the case with the Cloud Atlas AMI Real Estate ex-SA ETF.  

 

The outbreak of Covid-19 has echoed the need for investors to re-assess their approach to investing and the property 

sector was one of the hardest hit sectors further exacerbated by historically subdued returns. In doing so, we seek to 

introduce our investors to another asset class with the same Pan African exposure but with an amended investment 

philosophy. These proposed changes will eliminate some of the risk encountered when investing in multiple African 

markets while still providing investors with exposure to low risk, predictable income and liquid listed securities. 

In our approach to the amendment of the Cloud Atlas AMI Real Estate ex-SA ETF portfolio we considered our 

experience with the Big50 and trading in Africa on a custom index. Therefore, it is more prudent to strike a partnership 

with a reputable index house, being S&P, to develop a Select index which tracks African hard currency bonds while 

giving investors peace of mind.  
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Below is summary of the proposed changes to the Portfolio Supplemental Deed:  

i) Amendment to the name of the portfolio  

ii) Amendment to the index which the portfolio tracks 

iii) Amendment to the investment policy  

iv) Amendment to the fee structure of the portfolio 

 

2. IMPACT OF INTENDED CHANGES 

The existing portfolio is designed to provide investors with exposure to a relatively safe sector in the Pan African listed 

investment universe, being Real Estate. This safety factor is achieved by the fact that the listed companies have suitably 

diversified property portfolios and new developments from which they derive their income. By virtue of having a 

physical asset the volatility would be less and the income (in the form of dividends) more predictable. South Africa has a 

similar sector from which we referenced the portfolio, being Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) that have set 

obligations around property portfolios they must meet. In the rest of Africa REIT legislation is less pronounced even 

though the operational nature of the different listed companies in this sector is similar.  

 

The fundamentals of the offering, even considering amendment of the portfolio from an African Real Estate fund into 

an African Sovereign Bond Fund, remain unchanged as seen the summary below: 

 

 Cloud Atlas AMI Real Estate ex-SA ETF Cloud Atlas S&P African Sovereign Bond ETF 

Risk level Low - Medium Low 

Geographic exposure Africa ex-South Africa Pan African (including South Africa)  

Countries Egypt, Mauritius, Morocco, Namibia Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Morocco, Nigeria, 

South Africa 

Security type Property and development Government guaranteed USD bonds 

Income profile  Dividends 

(Not mandated as with a REIT)  

Fixed coupons  

(Annual and semi-annual) 

Investment term Long-term Across short, medium and long term 

Currency risk High - Local currency None - Hard currency (US Dollar Bonds) 

Trading exchanges Local bourse  London, Luxembourg and New York 

Security issuer Public companies  Sovereign Governments/Central Banks 

TCF Six pillar approach Six pillar approach remains however given 

that the underlying trade in higher sizes 

investors the amount of cash required to by 

an ETF increases  

Pricing  850 divisor of index level roughly R 30 

per ETF 

0.95/1.00 divisor of the index level roughly 

R150 (~U$10) per ETF  

ISIN ZAE000254595 ZAE000297354 

Ticker AMIRE ASBI 
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The macro-economic positioning of African Hard Currency Sovereign Bonds provides our investors with the highest real 

interest rates available in United Stated Dollar terms. As the world grapples with a low interest rate environment and 

developed Governments issuing stimulus, Africa offers unique real growth opportunity bolstered by the dawn of African 

Free Trade Continental Agreement (AFTCA) and relatively low Government debt to GDP levels. 

The proposed amended portfolio will have exposure to an asset class which provides our investors with a larger, more 

secure and liquid universe to invest in, however the impact of the change is that the underlying securities’ risk shifts from 

listed Real Estate companies to African Sovereign countries.  

 

3. HOW TO VOTE 

A vote in favour of the amendment; will amend the Supplemental Deed, in line with Section 59 of the Cloud Atlas Scheme 

Deed and Section 98 of the Collective Investment Scheme Control Act of 2002, and the Listing supplemental published 

on 07 February 2018, in line the JSE listing requirements; in relation to the portfolio offered by Cloud Atlas (RF) (Pty) Ltd. 

This ballot affords you, our investor, an opportunity to vote in favour of, or against the proposed amendment. If you are 

in any doubt about what action to take, please consult your financial adviser or attend the Investor call hosted by Cloud 

Atlas on Wednesday, 05 May 2021, details to be provided to investors via email. 

 

Action required 

• Please complete the enclosed Ballot Form or notify your relevant CSD/Broker/Online trading platform and return/request them 

to return your vote to our external BDO South Africa Inc at ballots@bdo.co.za on or before Wednesday, 26 May 2021 in relation 

to the Cloud Atlas AMI Real Estate Ex-SA ETF. 

• If you have already disposed of your investment, no action is required. 

 

In terms of Section 98 of the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act 45 of 2002, the ballot will be valid, if the majority 

of investors vote in favour of the amendment. 

 

HOW THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT AFFECTS YOUR INVESTMENT 

Section 98 (2) (a) of the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act stipulates that on the effective date, every investor 

“The parties to a deed may by supplemental deed amend a deed but no amendment of a deed is valid unless the consent 

thereto of a majority in value of investors has been obtained in the manner prescribed in the deed.” 

 

In other words, the portfolios are only amended, when read in conjunction with Section 59 of the Cloud Atlas Scheme, 

where majority of investors consent to the amendments in which case at least 25% of participatory units must respond 

and the majority of the respondents must vote in favour of these proposed amendments.  

 

The investors who hold issued  participatory interests will have the number of participatory interests converted at a 

fractional rate which will be published in the results announcement to be release on Tuesday, 09 March 2021, the details 

relating to the listing mainly: trading ISIN and Ticker will also be amended. The amended participatory interests will be 

equal in market/monetary value to the participatory interests held before the amendment.  

 

mailto:ballots@bdo.co.za
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The number of participatory interests held will change, as the base index levels of the two indices differs.  

 

Prior to the amendment the Authority must satisfy themselves in relation to Section 98 (2) (b) which states that: If the 

Authority is satisfied that any such amendment:  

(i) is required only to enable the provisions of this Act or of the deed to be given and effect to more conveniently or 

economically; (ii) will benefit the investors; (iii) will not prejudice the interests of investors; (iv) does not amend the 

fundamental provisions or objects of the deed; and (v) does not release the trustee, custodian or the manager from any 

responsibility to the investors, he or she may direct that such consent be dispensed with.” 

 

Please take note of the bold underlined sections of the portfolios, reflected in Appendix A, which indicates the differences 

between the current portfolio and the target portfolio. 

 

4. BALLOTING OF INVESTORS  

 

The rights of investors are firmly entrenched in the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act and the Section 59 of the 

Scheme Deed summarised below. The Authority of Collective Investment Schemes requires that: 

59  

59.1 The consent of Investors for an amendment of this Deed must be obtained in the following manner (provided 

that the consent of the Exchange thereto has also been obtained): 

59.2 Where such an amendment only affects one or more than one class of Participatory Interests in a Portfolio, 

the Investors, excluding the Manager, holding no less than 25 % (twenty-five per centum) in value of the total 

number of Participatory Interests then issued in that class of Participatory Interests or those classes of 

Participatory Interests of that Portfolio, as the case may be, must respond in writing in a ballot conducted by 

the Manager. The amendment must be consented to by Investors holding a majority in value of the 

Participatory Interests held by the Investors who have responded. 

59.3 Where the amendment affects more than one or all the Portfolios in the Scheme, Investors, excluding the 

Manager, holding no less than 25 % (twenty-five per centum) in value of the total number of Participatory 

Interests then issued in those Portfolios affected, must respond in writing. The amendment must be consented 

to by Investors holding a majority in value of the Participatory Interests held by the Investors who have 

responded. 

59.4 If the Investors holding less than 25 % (twenty-five per centum) in value of the total number of Participatory 

Interests then issued have responded in accordance with clauses 59.2 and 59.3, a second ballot must be 

conducted. In this ballot Investors holding a majority in value of the Participatory Interests held by the Investors 

who have responded, must consent to the amendment. 

59.5 Every Registered Investor may vote in the case of a ballot in respect of each Participatory Interest held by him 

or her: Provided that an Investor or his or her duly authorised representative may exercise all his or her voting 

rights, but is not obliged to exercise all his or her votes or exercise all the votes he or she is entitled to in the 

same way. 
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59.6 When a ballot is necessary the Manager must dispatch to every Investor a ballot paper and a memorandum 

approved by the Registrar containing the reasons for the proposed amendment.  

59.7 For the purposes of clauses 59.2, 59.3 and 59.4 only ballot papers which are received by the Manager within 

thirty business days after dispatch to Investors may be taken into account and be regarded as valid. Ballot 

papers must be counted by the auditors of the Scheme and their finding, as conveyed in writing to the 

Manager, is final and binding. 

59.8 Where a Registered Investor is holding Participatory Interests as a nominee or person duly appointed to act on 

behalf of the beneficial owners of such Participatory Interests, the nominee or such person must obtain written 

instructions from such owners as to how to respond to the proposed amendment of this Deed. 

59.9 If, for the purposes of clause 59.8, some beneficial owners are in favour of the proposed amendment but 

others are against it, the nominee or such person must respond accordingly and for that purpose the nominee 

or such person may respond in favour of and against the proposed amendment. 

 

5. EFFECTIVE DATE OF AMENDMENT 

The effective date of the proposed amendment shall be Wednesday, 23 June 2021, provided that the necessary consent 

is obtained from investors and the Authority of Collective Investment Schemes. 

 

All transactions from Wednesday, 23 June 2021 onwards will continue to be processed as per normal.  

 

6. FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Should you require further information about what action to take, please consult your financial adviser/CSD/Online share 

trading provider, or Cloud Atlas Investing, email: client@cloudatlasinvesting.com 

 

 

7. ATTACHMENTS 

Appendix A: Comparison between the existing portfolio and the proposed portfolio 

Appendix B: Ballot Form 

Annexure C: JSE No objection letter in relation to the index 

 

Yours Sincerely 

 

 

 

Director 

M. Madiba 
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APPENDIX A:  

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CURRENT PORTFOLIO AND PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE PORTFOLIO ESTABLISHED ON 

THE CLOUD ATLAS SCHEME 

 

Below is summary of the proposed changes to the Portfolio Supplemental Deed:  

i) Amendment to the name of the portfolio  

ii) Amendment to the index which the portfolio tracks 

iii) Amendment to the investment policy  

iv) Amendment to the fee structure of the portfolio 

All amendments are subject to ballot and regulatory approval.  

 

AMENDMENT TO NAME OF THE PORTFOLIO  

 

Current name Amended name Rational and Impact  

Cloud Atlas AMI Real Estate ex-SA 

ETF 

Cloud Atlas S&P African Sovereign 

Bond ETF 

The index that will be tracked by the 

portfolio is changing to track an 

index made up of hard currency 

Fixed income securities issued by 

African Sovereign Governments. The 

ticker is proposed to trade as “ASBI” 

to reflect a Pan African exposure of 

the portfolio with lower risk, due to 

the hard currency nature of the 

constituents.    

 

AMENDMENT TO THE INDEX WHICH THE PORTFOLIO TRACKS 

 

Current index Amended Index Rational and Impact 

Cloud Atlas AMI Real Estate ex-SA 

Index  

S&P Africa Hard Currency Sovereign 

Bond Select Index  

The amended index is created and 

maintained by S&P.   

 

Overview of the index  

S&P has created a range of Africa Sovereign Bond Indices which track the market-value weighted performance of 

Sovereign Bonds from 13 countries within Africa.  

 

The S&P Hard Currency African Sovereign Bond Select Index is comprised of bonds issued by African Sovereign 

Governments denominated in Euros, Japanese Yen, and U.S. Dollars from the African countries with a credit rating 

above B-, currently: Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Morocco, Namibia, Nigeria, and South Africa.  

The index is a sub-index of the S&P Africa Hard Currency Sovereign 1+ Year Bond Index with the goal of selecting 

tradable, high income securities. Constituents must have a maturity of at least one year from the rebalancing reference 

date and be rated B- or above from all of S&P Global Ratings (SPGR), Moody’s, and Fitch. The index construction is as 

follows:  
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1. Calculate a ratio of the yield-to-worst divided by the coupon rate for each bond.  

2. For each country the securities with a ratio between 0.95 and 1.15, inclusive, are eligible.  

3. For any country rated BBB- or higher that has no eligible securities in Step 2, the securities with a ratio between 0.7 

and 1.3, inclusive, are eligible.  

4. Of the eligible bonds from the above steps, the highest-coupon bonds from each country, up to a maximum of four 

bonds per country, are selected and included in the index.  

4.1. If fewer than four bonds from a country are eligible, all that country’s eligible bonds are included in the index. 

In the event of a tie, the bond with the longer maturity is selected. 

5. A country cap of 20% is applied, with uncapped bonds reweighted proportionally. If fewer than five countries are 

eligible no capping is applied. 

 

AMENDMENT TO THE INVESTMENT POLICY  

 

Current investment policy Amended Investment policy Rational and Impact 

Portfolio classification 

Section 4.1 Worldwide Equity  

Portfolio classification 

Section 4.1 Regional Interest Bearing 

– Variable Term 

Due to the change of the nature of 

constituents in the index being 

tracked the classification has been 

amended according to the ASISA 

Fund Classification.  

Investment Objective  

Section 4.1 AMI series Real Estate 

ex-SA Index 

Investment Objective  

Section 4.1 S&P Africa Hard Currency 

Sovereign Bond Index Select  

The investment objective of the 

portfolio is to achieve returns of the 

index and this remains the same.  

The new index has different 

investment outcomes because it 

tracks constituents which pay a 

defined interest rate over a certain 

period of time whereas the previous 

index tracked constituents which 

paid variable dividends depending on 

the company’s financial 

performance. 

Index review  

Section 4.2 Quarterly reviews  

Index review 

Section 4.2 Monthly reviews 

The portfolio will continue to buy 

and sell constituents in the same 

way in which they are included in the 

index and take into account the 

index monthly rebalances.  

AMENDMENT TO THE FEE STRUCTURE OF THE PORTFOLIO 
 

Current investment policy Amended Investment policy Rational and Impact 

Management fee ceiling  

Section 5.1.1 [100 basis points] 

Management fee ceiling  

Section 5.1.1 [70 basis points] 

The management fee is subject to a 

lower amount as per the Manco’s 

discretion. The ceiling is hereby 

reduced to make the product more 

affordable.   
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Appendix B: Ballot Form 

 

I, the undersigned, ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

(please print full names) 

 

Account number …………………………………………………… and Number of ETF units held ………………………………………………………… 

 

and date of birth/registration number ……………………………………………………………. 

 

CSDP/Broker/Online Trading platform name: ………………………………….................... 

 

do hereby vote to accept/reject, as seen below, the proposed amendment of the Cloud Atlas AMI Real Estate Ex-SA ETF 

(“AMI Real Estate”) portfolio established under the Cloud Atlas Scheme, to being the corresponding Cloud Atlas S&P 

Africa Sovereign Bond ETF (“AFICA”) portfolio established under the same Scheme, in terms of Section 98 of the Collective 

Investment Schemes Control Act 45 of 2002, as set out in the Ballot Letter from Cloud Atlas (RF) Proprietary Limited. 

 

Please tick the appropriate box: 

 

 

IMPORTANT: In terms of section 98 of the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act 45 of 2002, if investors do not 

participate in the ballot timeously, they will be deemed to have voted in favour of the amendment. 

 

SIGNED AT ______________________ on this _____day of ____________________2021. 

 

 

 

       

(please sign in full) Signing can be done electronically in a manner acceptable to the CSDP/Broker/Online Trading platform  

 

If you are signing in a representative capacity, please insert your own name and the name of the person/trust/deceased 

estate/company/close corporation on whose behalf you are signing. 

 
The broker CSDP/Broker/Online Trading platform will present the disaggregated votes to Manco’s external auditor in 
order to ensure effective counting of the ballot.  

Existing portfolio  

(established under the Cloud Atlas Scheme) 

Amended portfolio  

(established under the Cloud Atlas Scheme) Accept Reject 

Cloud Atlas AMI Real Estate Ex-SA ETF Cloud Atlas S&P African Sovereign Bond ETF   


